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1 Abstract

The human gut microbiome is important for health and development, and understanding
its functioning and dynamics are of great medical importance. The microbiome food web
is largely characterized by chains of byproduct cross-feeding (where metabolites of one
organism are used as nutrients for another), yet a recent study have shown that the average
length of the chains are considerably shorter than what metabolic capabilities of present
species allow for. Here, I use evolving populations of digital organisms to investigate if
recurring perturbations are a potential constraint of byproduct cross-feeding chains. I
evolved digital populations in an environment unconstrained by energy loss between trophic
levels and then exposed them to a period of recurring perturbations, where a fraction
of the population was removed at 100 random points in time. Perturbations caused a
substantial decrease in cross-feeding chain length, with increased frequency as perturbation
intensity increased. In some communities, effects persisted after the perturbation period
had ended. Tracking evolution of resource use during and after the perturbation period
revealed that organisms descending from long-chained ancestors often evolved a shorter
chain, suggesting that they adapted to perturbations by losing the ability to consume
low-level resources. The evolutionary loss of resource consumption could explain the
persisting effects on cross-feeding chains. Though my study suggests that perturbations
can limit the length of byproduct cross-feeding chains, further studies are necessary to
conclude if effects remain in environments with a more realistic energy transfer between
trophic levels.

Keywords: Byproduct, Cross-feeding, Digital evolution, Gut microbiome

2 Introduction

The human gut microbiome is a complex ecological system of great significance for health
and development (Cho and Blaser, 2012; Brestoff and Artis, 2013). Changes in its
composition and function has been linked to multiple diseases, such as diabetes (Qin et al.,
2012) and inflammatory bowel disease (Franzosa et al., 2019), suggesting that manipulation
of the gut microbiome has potential for preventing or treating diseases. To make use
of this potential, we must increase our understanding of the ecological and evolutionary
processes that influence microbiome assembly and functioning.

The gut microbiome is largely characterized by cross-feeding interactions, where
microbes consume metabolites produced by another individual (Sung et al., 2017). These
cross-feeding interactions can be organized into trophic levels, characterized by metabolites
being transferred from higher to lower levels (Wang et al., 2019). In other words, the
microbiome food web largely consists of chains of cross-feeding interactions, where organism
A creates a byproduct consumed by organism B, which in turn creates a byproduct
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consumed by organism C, and so on. The average length of such chains in the human gut
has been found to be four steps (Wang et al., 2019). However, mappings of metabolites
and metabolic capabilities of present species, based on experimental evidence, reveal that
considerably longer chains are theoretically possible (Sung et al., 2017). Thus, it is not yet
known why these chains are so severely constrained, when they need not be in principle.

Here, I use evolving populations of digital organisms to investigate constraints to multi-
level byproduct cross-feeding. Digital organisms are self-replicating computer programs
that mutate and compete for their basic resource: computational power that enables
execution of their genetic program. Meeting the conditions for natural selection (variation,
differential fitness, and heritability; Lewontin, 1970), the system enables open-ended digital
evolution. As opposed to mathematical models of evolutionary processes, digital evolution
can be considered an instance of evolution, rather than a mere simulation (Pennock, 2007).
While mathematical models always reflect the assumptions used to build them, digital
evolution can result in unexpected traits and interactions (for some examples of surprising
adaptations in experiments with digital evolution, see Lehman et al., 2018). Thus, by
using a system for digital evolution, I free the experiments from any preconceptions of
which mechanisms govern the results.

Avida is a widely used software platform for digital evolution, enabling detailed control of
the environment, a clear separation of the effects of different factors, and a complete record
of the course of evolution (Ofria and Wilke, 2004). Among other things, it has previously
been used to study evolution of complex traits (Lenski et al., 2003), adaptive radiation
(Cooper and Ofria, 2002a; Chow et al., 2004), and mutational robustness (Lenski et al.,
1999; Elena et al., 2007). Avida consists of a virtual grid inhabited by digital organisms,
each with a genetic program containing instructions for self-replication through copying
(Ofria and Wilke, 2004). An imperfect copying process occasionally cause errors during
replication, thus introducing mutations in the offspring’s genome. Space-limitation in the
virtual world cause an evolutionary pressure for rapid replication, and organisms effectively
compete for computational power by consuming virtual resources. The environment can
be configured to contain multiple resources, and to consume each resource, organisms must
perform an associated computational task (Cooper and Ofria, 2002b). As a unique task is
coupled to each resource, it is possible for organisms to specialize on different resources,
thus enabling adaptive radiation. Configuring each resource to generate a byproduct when
consumed, it is possible for cross-feeding interactions to evolve in the digital community.

In this work, I aim to investigate if recurring perturbations constrain the length of
cross-feeding chains, using evolving digital populations. Using a digital study system, I
will be able to separate the effects of perturbations from, for example, constraints imposed
by energy loss between trophic levels. Further, Avida allows tracking of evolutionary
adaptations, enabling analyses of evolutionary processes affecting community functioning
in a perturbed environment.
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3 Materials and methods

3.1 Avida software for digital evolution

All experiments were performed in version 2.14 of the Avida software platform for digital
evolution.1 Default settings were used unless otherwise indicated. In Avida, self-replicating
computer programs – digital organisms – evolve by means of mutation, natural selection,
and genetic drift. Organisms, also referred to as ‘Avidians’, each have a circular genome
composed of programming instructions. By executing their genetic program, they are
capable of self-replication through copying. An imperfect replication process can cause
substitutions of one programming instruction for another, or ’mutations’, in the offspring’s
genome.

Avidians inhabit a virtual grid, each grid cell capable of holding a single organism. Once
the grid is full, new organisms will overwrite random existing ones from the population,
creating an evolutionary pressure for rapid replication. To increase replication rate, Avidians
compete for increased access to CPU power by consuming virtual resources available in
the environment. To consume a resource, organisms must perform an associated logical
computation, or ’task’. Each task can be coupled with a specific resource, enabling adaptive
radiation. The amount of CPU power rewarded to a task performing Avidian correlate
with the amount of resource consumed, thus rewards decrease as resource abundance is
drawn down.

3.2 Environmental configurations and the evolution of digital communities

In this work, the virtual grid was set to 100 × 100 cells, all of them equally connected, thus
creating a well-mixed environment. Organisms were of a fixed length of 100 programming
instructions, and point mutation was the only possible mutation type. Each experiment
was seeded with a single ancestor organism, capable of self-replication but no tasks, and
digital populations evolved at a mutation rate of 0.0025 mutations per copied instruction
for 200 000 updates2. Because evolution is a stochastic process, communities evolving from
identical conditions may develop differently. Therefore, experiments were replicated by
evolving 20 different communities under identical conditions. Replicate size was validated
by repeating a subset of experiments and checking for equivalent results. Each replicate
community was seeded with a unique random seed - a number used to initialize the random
number generator that determines the course of evolution in Avida. By specifying the
random seed, I make sure experiments are reproducible.

1https://avida.devosoft.org/
2Avida time is measured in updates, each update corresponding to an average of 30 instructions

executed per organism. The actual number of instructions executed by a single organism depends on
its relative fitness. Organisms with a higher fitness executes faster and will thus execute more than 30
instructions per update.
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Experimental environments were initialized with a single resource available. When
consumed, this resource created a byproduct also available for consumption, which in turn
created yet another byproduct upon consumption, and so on. In total, environments had
a potential for 50 resources, 49 of which were created exclusively as byproducts of one
another. Conversion rate between resource and byproduct was 1:1, which is equivalent
to an environment without any energy loss between trophic levels. This enabled me
to study the effects of recurring perturbations isolated from the well-known constraint
that energetics impose on food chains (see for example Hutchinson, 1959). Mimicking a
chemostat, the initial resource had a continuous inflow of 100 units per update, and all
resources had a relative outflow of 10 % per update.

As far as data were available, tasks required for resource consumption were organized
by increasing complexity. Organization of the first 25 tasks was based on the frequency at
which they evolved in an environment where all resources were available from start. As
data were missing for the remaining tasks, they were arbitrarily organized. Organization
by increasing complexity was motivated by previous experiments showing that complex
tasks are not likely to evolve at all unless simpler tasks are rewarded in the process (Lenski
et al., 2003). I validated this assumption by evolving communities in environments where
tasks required for resource consumption were randomly ordered (see Appendix A).

3.3 Perturbation experiments

I exposed digital communities that had evolved in unperturbed and well-mixed environ-
ments for 200 000 updates, as previously described, to a period of recurring perturbations.
Each perturbation event consisted of an instantaneous removal of a predetermined fraction
of all organisms in the population. Organisms to be removed were chosen at random.
Intensity of perturbations was varied by altering the fraction of organisms removed and
the average waiting time between perturbation events. Perturbation intensity (D′) was
calculated as:

D′ = 1 − (1 − D) 1
T , (1)

where D was fraction removed and T was average waiting time between perturbations.
Each community was perturbed 100 times, and the timing of perturbations were random,
following a Poisson point process. After the perturbation period, communities evolved for
an additional 10 000 updates.

In addition to varying perturbation magnitude and rate, I changed the number of
perturbations to 50, 100, 200, and 400 events. During these experiments, perturbation
intensity was kept constant, with removal of 50 % of all organisms at each perturbation
event and an average waiting time of 50 updates between perturbations.
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3.4 Phenotype and cross-feeding chain length

Organisms could perform more than one task, thus making it possible for a single organism
to participate in cross-feeding interactions on multiple levels of the byproduct chain. For
each organism, its phenotype was defined as the number of times it performed each task
during one execution of its genetic program. Cross-feeding chain length was then defined
as the bottom-most resource it consumed, thus requiring both that the organism performed
the necessary task and that the resource was available in the environment for it to be
considered a part of the organism’s cross-feeding chain. The bottom-most resource refers
to the resource on the lowest trophic level, starting at the top with the initial resource and
moving down the levels with each consecutive byproduct. Thus, if an organism consumed
the second and seventh resource, its chain length would be seven.

3.5 Lineage tracing

Of perturbation experiments with at least one surviving community, I saved lineage data
of surviving organisms for the four experiments with the highest perturbation intensity.
I created phylogenies for each surviving clade, starting from the last common ancestor
born before the perturbation period (hereafter referred to as the last common ancestor)
and ending with the last descending species3 alive 8 000 updates after the perturbation
period stopped (hereafter referred to as tip species, as they constitute the tips, or leaves,
of the phylogenetic tree). For each community, I checked which was the lowest level of
the byproduct chain maintained through the entire perturbation period, meaning that
the resource was continuously supplied as a byproduct from organisms consuming the
resource on the level above. Last common ancestors were then defined as long-chained if
they consumed resources above that level, and short-chained if they did not. Change in
cross-feeding chain length compared to the last common ancestor was calculated for each
tip species. During these analyses, all tasks an organism performed were considered part
of its cross-feeding chain, regardless of whether the corresponding resource was available
in the environment or not.

4 Results

After 200 000 updates, communities in my experiments (n = 300) had evolved on average
for 6074 ± 1396 generations and consisted on average of 948 ± 390 different phenotypes.

Maximum length of cross-feeding chains in communities evolved in well-mixed and
unperturbed conditions (n = 20) were 19-35 at the end of the experiment (Figure 1).

3Here, I use species as equivalent to genotype. That is, as soon as a mutation is introduced in the
genome of an offspring, I consider that offspring a separate species.
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Figure 1: Boxplot showing cross-feeding chain lengths of digital organisms in communi-
ties that had evolved for 200 000 updates in well-mixed and unperturbed environments.
Maximum 50 resources were available for consumption, 49 of which were formed exclusively
as byproducts of another resource. Chain length was defined for each organism as the
bottom-most resource it consumed.

During experiment time, one community briefly utilized 47 of the 50 available resources,
but that chain was not maintained for any prolonged period of time.

In some digital communities, the recurring perturbations caused all organisms in the
population to die, thus resulting in community extinction. Such extinctions increased in
frequency with increasing perturbation intensity (Figure 2A). In two experiments, with
perturbation intensity 0.0317 and 0.0228 respectively, all replicates resulted in community
extinction. In experiments where perturbation intensity was kept constant at 0.0138
and the number of perturbations were varied, community extinctions were rare when
perturbation count was 50 (5 % of replicate communities; Figure 3A). When perturbation
count was 100, 200, and 400, community extinction occurred in 35, 55, and 50 % of
replicates, respectively.

In surviving communities, recurring perturbations caused shortened cross-feeding
chains with increased frequency as perturbation intensity increased (i.e., as extinction
rate increased or as average waiting time between perturbations decreased; Figure 2B).
Perturbation intensity of 0.0152, 0.0172 and 0.0182 caused a distinct shortening of cross-
feeding chains in 100, 80, and 100 % of surviving communities, respectively. However,
when perturbation intensity was 0.0182, community extinctions were frequent (90 % of
communities) and thus results are based on only two surviving communities. When pertur-
bation intensity was low (0.0021 and 0.0071), there was no effect on cross-feeding chains.
In some communities, cross-feeding chains remained shortened after perturbations stopped.
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Figure 2: A shows the fraction of digital communities (n = 20) that survived a period
of recurring perturbations, during which a proportion of all organisms were killed at 100
random points in time. Y-axis shows the perturbation intensity; a joined measure of
perturbation rate and magnitude (Eq. 1). B shows length of cross-feeding chains in each
corresponding experiment. Experiment time is shown on x-axis, and color in each tile
represents the mean of median chain length in surviving communities at that time (by
steps of 250 updates). Chain lengths were defined for each organism as the bottom-most
resource it consumed. Start and end of perturbation periods are marked with black lines.

Such persisting effects on chain length were more frequently observed as perturbation
intensity increased.

When keeping the perturbation intensity constant at 0.0138, the frequency of short-
ened cross-feeding chains increased with increasing number of perturbations (Figure 3B).
However, even few (50) extinction events caused shortened chains in 32 % of surviving
communities. In two of those communities, chain lengths had not recovered to original val-
ues by the end of the experiment. As perturbation count increased, such persisting effects
on the length of cross-feeding chains became more frequent among surviving communities.

In the four experiments where lineages of surviving organisms were tracked, organisms
descending from a long-chained ancestor more frequently evolved shorter chains compared
to their ancestor than did organisms descending from a short-chained ancestor. One
example is presented in Figure 4, showing two surviving clades from a community exposed
to perturbations with an intensity of 0.0172. In the clade descending from a long-chained
ancestor, all tip species (’leaves’ in the phylogeny) had evolved a shorter chain than their
last common ancestor (’root’ in the phylogeny), which was born before the perturbation
period started. By contrast, a majority of organisms descending from a short-chained
ancestor had evolved longer chains than their last common ancestor. More examples are
available in Appendix B.

Mean change in cross-feeding chain length within a clade negatively correlated with
chain length of the last common ancestor of that clade (Figure 5). The pattern was
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Figure 3: A shows the fraction of digital communities (n = 20) that survived a period of
recurring perturbations, during which a proportion of all organisms were killed at random
points in time. Perturbation intensity (Eq. 1) was 0.0138, and perturbation count is
shown on y-axis. B shows length of cross-feeding chains in each corresponding experiment.
Experiment time is shown on x-axis, and color in each tile represents the mean of median
chain length in surviving communities at that time (by steps of 250 updates). Chain
length was defined for each organism as the bottom-most resource it consumed. Start and
end of perturbation periods are marked with black lines.

consistent independent of perturbation intensity. However, only two communities survived
perturbations with an intensity of 0.0182, each of them consisting of a single clade, thus
resulting in very few data points. It is also important to note here that these data consist
of clades from all surviving communities, including ones not showing any decrease in
cross-feeding chain length during the perturbation period.
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Figure 4: Example of two clades descending from a short-chained and a long-chained
ancestor respectively. Change in cross-feeding chain length compared to the last common
ancestor (the ’root’) within each clade is shown as a bar for each genotype constituting a
tip (’leaf’) in the phylogeny. Blue bars indicate an increase in cross-feeding chain length
and red bars indicate a decrease.
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Figure 5: Change in cross-feeding chain length when comparing species alive 8 000
updates after a period of recurring perturbations with their last common ancestor, born
before perturbations started. Each point represents the mean change of all species within
a clade which constitute a tip in the phylogenetic tree. Color indicates the intensity of
perturbations which the communities were exposed to, each intensity shown in a separate
facet. Striped areas indicate restrictions to values of change in chain length, as trait value
was strictly non-negative.

5 Discussion

In this study, populations of digital organisms regularly evolved cross-feeding chains of
30 steps or more in environments unconstrained by energy loss between trophic levels,
showing that there are no inherent constraints to evolving long chains of byproduct
cross-feeding. Exposing cross-feeding communities to a period of recurring perturbations,
during which a fraction of all organisms was removed from the population at random
points in time, reduced the length of cross-feeding chains, especially if perturbations were
strong or frequent. In some communities, effects on cross-feeding chains persisted after
the perturbation period had ended, possibly due to evolutionary adaptations causing a
species-level loss of abilities to consume some resources.

Understanding the human gut microbiome assembly and functioning is of great medical
importance, and many studies have contributed to our knowledge of associated microbes
and metabolites (see for example Turnbaugh et al., 2007; Shafquat et al., 2014; Sung
et al., 2017). In a recent study, Wang and colleagues (2019) used a model framework
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to estimate the metabolic flow of the gut microbiome. They found that the numerous
cross-feeding interactions can be represented as movement of metabolites between on
average four trophic levels. However, experiment-based mappings of metabolic capabilities
of microbiome-associated species reveal that more levels should be possible. In addition
to previously known factors limiting the number of trophic levels, such as energetics
(Hutchinson, 1959) and population dynamics (Pimm and Lawton, 1977), the movement
and limited length of the gut has been suggested as a constraint on length of food chains in
the gut microbiome (Wang et al., 2019). The result of this study indicates that recurring
perturbations, for example caused by bowel movement, has potential to add yet another
constraint on the number of trophic levels in the gut microbiome. Stronger perturbations,
caused by for example diarrhea (Pop et al., 2014) or antibiotic treatment (Dethlefsen
et al., 2008), which is known to cause long-lasting changes in community composition
(Dethlefsen and Relman, 2011), could possibly have even larger effects on the microbiome
cross-feeding network.

Though the length of cross-feeding chains in this study consistently decreased when
communities were exposed to perturbations of high intensity, there were little or no
effect on communities when perturbation intensity was low. However, the number of
perturbations in this study was relatively low, and it is possible that a longer period
of perturbations would have caused an effect even at low perturbation intensity. A
benefit of a digital study system is the ability to test this directly, by exact replication
of experiments up to a given time, at which point you expose them to perturbations of
different strength or number. In this study, when perturbation intensity was kept constant
and perturbation count was varied between 50-400, increasing the number of perturbations
increased the frequency of shortened cross-feeding chains, but did not increase the number
of community extinctions. While this might suggest that communities adapt to the
recurring perturbations, causing community extinctions to become less frequent towards
the middle and end of the perturbation period, it might also be a result of the stochastic
nature of eco-evolutionary experiments. To draw any general conclusions on the effects of
the number of perturbations, further experiments are needed across multiple perturbation
intensities.

Adaptations can arise quickly in microbial communities (Good et al., 2017), and it is
thus relevant to study effects on the gut microbiome from an eco-evolutionary perspective.
Using the Avida software for digital evolution granted access to a complete record of the
course of evolution. When tracking lineages of species surviving the period of recurring
perturbations, results indicated that organisms descending from ancestors with long cross-
feeding chains more often lost the ability to consume resources late in the byproduct
chain than did organisms descending from short-chained ancestors. On the opposite,
organisms descending from short-chained ancestors commonly evolved new abilities to
consume resources late in the byproduct chain. This suggests that exposing cross-feeding
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communities to recurring perturbations can cause an evolutionary pressure to consume
resources early in the byproduct chain. A possible explanation for this is that, at each
level of the chain, abundance of the byproduct resource depends on consumption of the
resource on the level above, creating a chain of interdependent cross-feeding interactions.
If the chain would be interrupted, the byproduct resource below that point would soon be
depleted. This suggests that the further down the byproduct chain an organism consume
resources, the higher is the risk of its resource being depleted.

The species-level loss of abilities to consume resources may explain the delayed recovery
of cross-feeding chain length on a community level, as tasks required for resource consump-
tion must evolve anew. Similar effects were found during a study where digital communities
were exposed to a press perturbation, consisting of a period with low abundance of the
primary resource (Yedid et al., 2009). The press perturbation caused a selection for
short generation times and a loss of trophic functions, which in turn caused a delayed
recovery to the original resource consumption, compared to communities exposed to a
pulse perturbation. To conclude if similar mechanisms are causing the persisting effects
on cross-feeding chains observed in this study, further quantitative analyses are needed
to investigate if the observed pattern is consistent over perturbation intensities. Further
experiments are also necessary to determine the effects of shortened cross-feeding chains
on community function and resilience. For example, would communities exposed to a
period of recurring perturbations be less sensitive to a second period of perturbations than
a community evolved in strictly unperturbed conditions?

Using a digital study system enabled a separation of different factors that would not
have been feasible in a biological system, most importantly by allowing a conversion between
resource and byproduct without any loss of energy. In future studies, reintroducing energy
loss between trophic levels will enable investigations of the combined effects of constraints
imposed by energetics and recurring perturbations. It is possible that communities evolving
in such an environment will have a different composition than communities in this study,
and thus might respond differently to perturbations.

5.1 Conclusions

Recurring perturbations have potential to constrain the length of cross-feeding chains in
environments with complete energy transfer between trophic levels. In communities of
digital organisms, cross-feeding chains commonly reached 30 steps or more, which is one
order of magnitude longer than the average chain length in the human gut. When exposing
these communities to recurring perturbations, cross-feeding chains regularly shortened,
especially when perturbations were strong or frequent. Some evidence suggests that
organisms adapted to recurring perturbations by losing the ability to consume resources
late in the byproduct chain, which could explain the persisting effects on chain length
observed in some communities after perturbations stopped. While it is evident that
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perturbations constrain cross-feeding chains in this environment, further experiments, for
example on effects of energy loss between trophic levels, are needed to expand conclusions
to biological systems, such as the gut microbiome. It is also necessary to investigate under
which circumstances perturbations have an effect and not.

6 Societal and ethical considerations

The human gut microbiome is of immense importance for normal health and development
(Brestoff and Artis, 2013; Cho and Blaser, 2012). Changes in community composition
have been linked to multiple diseases, such as diabetes (Qin et al., 2012) and inflammatory
bowel disease (Franzosa et al., 2019). Manipulation of the gut microbiome has great
potential in both preventing and treating such diseases, but to make use of this potential,
we must increase our understanding of both the ecological and evolutionary mechanisms
shaping the microbiome composition and functioning. A recent study have shown that the
numerous chains of cross-feeding interactions in the human gut are on average four steps
long (Wang et al., 2019), despite the presence of species with metabolic capabilities to
continue these chains (Sung et al., 2017). What constrains these chains are not yet known,
and in this study I investigated if recurring perturbations can limit the length of such
cross-feeding chains. This study contributes to our overall understanding of the human
gut microbiome functioning, and thus to its role in human health. Though the scope of
the study is to look specifically at recurring perturbations, its results have implications for
studying other possible perturbations, such as diarrhea or antibiotic treatment.

Using a digital study system has many benefits compared to a biological one, some of
them mentioned in the introduction and discussion. Other benefits include reduced risks
compared to working with actual microbes, many of them pathogens, and reduced resource
use, as experiments are much faster than when using biological systems. Expanding the use
of digital evolution in ecology research has a lot of potential in developing new and effective
frameworks for studying for example population dynamics or evolutionary responses to
abiotic changes.
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Appendix

A Task order

To test the assumption that tasks should be ordered by increasing complexity to enable
evolution of byproduct cross-feeding chains, I evolved 20 communities of digital organisms in
an environment where tasks required for resource consumption were randomly ordered. Task
order was different for each community. In these environments, communities evolved much
shorter chains than in environments where tasks were ordered by increasing complexity.
This is in agreement with previous studies, which have found that complex tasks are more
likely to evolve if simple tasks are rewarded in the process (Lenski et al., 2003).

Figure A.1: Distribution of cross-feeding chain lengths in experiments with tasks ordered
by increasing complexity vs. random task order. Each box represents 20 replicates.

In many experiment communities, cross-feeding chains of exactly 30 levels evolved.
However, a few communities evolved longer chains, some of them utilizing all 50 resources,
showing that there is no inherent constraint to evolving such long chains. I hypothesized
that the task required for consuming the resource on level 31 was especially complex, thus
restricting evolution of longer chains in many communities. To test this, I evolved 20
communities in environments where the task usually required for resource consumption
on level 31 was instead required for consuming the resource on level 20. Of communities
evolved in this environment, 70 % evolved chains of length 19. In environments with
the original task order, only 10 % of communities had chains of length 19, and all other
communities evolved chains of at least 28 levels. Thus, the result support the hypothesis
that the reason chains so often stopped at level 30 was because the task required for
consuming the next byproduct resource was especially complex and thus less likely to
evolve.
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Figure A.2: Distribution of cross-feeding chain lengths in experiments with tasks in
the original order vs. when the task required for resource consumption on level 31 had
been interchanged with the task required on level 20 (altered). Each box represents 20
replicates.
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B Evolution of chain length in perturbed communities

Lineages of all organisms were traced in communities perturbed with intensities 0.0138,
0.0152, 0.0172, and 0.0182. Last common ancestors born before perturbations started
were for each clade defined as having either a long or short cross-feeding chain (for further
detail, see Methods). Many surviving communities had only a single surviving clade,
or contained clades descending from only short-chained or only long-chained organisms.
However, six communities contained at least one clade each descending from a long-chained
and short-chained ancestor, here shown with phylogenies and data of chain change between
ancestors and tip species for each clade.

In general, organisms descending from long-chained ancestors were more frequently
observed to evolve shorter chains than longer chains. On the opposite, organisms descending
from short-chained ancestors often evolved longer cross-feeding chains (see Figures B.1,
B.3, B.4, and B.5). Though some exceptions occurred (see Figures B.2 and B.6), the
pattern was consistent among most communities (for an overview, see Results, for example
Figure 5).
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Perturbation intensity: 0.0152

Figure B.1: Phylogenies and change in chain length in community 1 exposed to pertur-
bation of intensity 0.0152.
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Figure B.2: Phylogenies and change in chain length in community 2 exposed to pertur-
bation of intensity 0.0152.
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Figure B.3: Phylogenies and change in chain length in community 3 exposed to pertur-
bation of intensity 0.0152.
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Perturbation intensity: 0.0172

Figure B.4: Phylogenies and change in chain length in community 1 exposed to pertur-
bation of intensity 0.0172.
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Figure B.5: Phylogenies and change in chain length in community 2 exposed to pertur-
bation of intensity 0.0172.
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Figure B.6: Phylogenies and change in chain length in community 3 exposed to pertur-
bation of intensity 0.0172.
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